
Ultimate Guide To 
Successful Online Dating

T      r  y     n      ot   t  o   b      e     an   in      f      o  r  m  a  t  i      on     j  unki      e     a  n  d         at     l      e  ast     re  ad   t  hi      s     s  h      o  r  t     f      ul      l   rep  o  rt  .  

OK, I’m going to cut to the chase. You want to get laid and you don’t want to jump 
through too many hoops to do it, right?

Well if you’re either looking for a short fling or a long term relationship then you
need to stop feeling sorry for yourself and definitely stop relying on “fate” to deal you 
that big breasted gorgeous lass you’ve been pining for.

If that sounds familiar in any way then I can relate. I was the same. I used to think that 
the dating game just wasn’t for me. That I had more chance of winning the Lottery 
than getting laid and that life was just simply “unfair.”

If that sounds at all like your own mindset then you need to snap the hell out if it, 
matey. You need to take what you want and be pro-active. I was a terrible 
procrastinator once and drifted through life waiting for things to happen to me 
instead of making them happen for me.

To make any idea, dream, goal or desire REAL, you simply have to learn to take 
consistent action. Action is the fundamental key to success.

This is where the problem comes in for the majority of people…

This was also my biggest problem.

Procrastination sets in and for many it becomes a habit that pulls them even further 
down – it keeps you locked up in a world that is just so much smaller than the one 
that’s waiting for you out there. You can ‘see’ it and some part of you know that you 
can get there, BUT still you remain bound and the invisible force of procrastination 
keeps you from progressing and getting out there.. Just ask me…I’ve been there and 
done that and I know how incredibly frustrating this is.

OK, that’s all well and good you say but how does that help me get in to a 
relationship or even get laid WHEN I WANT TO GET LAID.

You may also counter and say that you “do” try hard and that you don’t 
procrastinate and things still don’t happen. Well, I don’t buy that. If something isn’t 
working, especially success with women, then you need to change your approach 
and become pro-active.

Don’t keep on waiting for that chance encounter at the bar, café or in the street. 
Don’t hope that one day that cute intern at your job will suddenly fall head over heels 
for you. Hey, it MAY happen. I MAY win the Lottery as well.



Look, you’ve read this far. I’m not going to yank your chain anymore. The fact of the 
matter is you need to get in to online dating and remove any and all pre-conceptions 
you may have about it.

This is where I went from being a loveless, sexless geek in to being a guy that could 
get girls at the drop of a hat and get them to put all out on the first date. Hell, I’ve 
had beautiful girls naked on webcam 15 minutes after I started a correspondence 
with them!

How did I do this?

Was it my charms or James Bond looks?

Ha. Chance would be a fine thing.

Nope, I took the plunge and signed up for http://www.naughtycanada.net 

It’s very popular and for good reason. I am an inherently skeptical man so it took me a 
long time to give it any chance at all.

Seriously, don’t waste your time anymore. Sign up for this place. It’s fucking 
amazing. (Excuse my language.)

You have a library of horny girls that will do whatever and are there to get frisky at 
your fingertips. It’s so easy to get in to a correspondence with them and they will do 
ANYTHING.

You can mess about with them over webcam, meet them in person, do whatever. 
It’s just amazing. I haven’t tried for a full time girlfriend since I’m still having way too 
much fun playing the field.

Meet them through http://www.naughtycanada.net   , flirt with them (don’t worry if 
you’re shy, girls there are really cool and most importantly they WANT your 
attention!) and meet up with them for a drink and what always turns in to more 
(since you’ve got past all the nerves by playing and flirting with them online.)

You couldn’t prise my membership out of my cold dead hands.

You can join the place for free to start off with.

I just wish someone had given me the heads up about this place before hand. 
Well, I’m giving you the heads up. Take control of your life and quit being lonely.

If you want a bevy of ready, wet and willing babes at your fingertips then go for it.

Here’s the site again:

http://www.naughtycanada.net 
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Useful Online Dating Tips Based On My Own Experience

First of all, I've used the tips below for finding dates on 
http://www.naughtycanada.net  with excellent results. These are of my 
personal experience, and I'm sure they can't be wrong as I've had massive 
amount of dates (1 every 2 days), and a long list of "sex buddies" after my 8 
months experience in http://www.naughtycanada.net . So if that's what 
you're looking for, proceed to read on:

It's important to take a look at statistics of people who use online dating, to 
better get a feel for what you should expect. When it comes to men who 
use online dating sites they rank physical appearance at the top of their list. 

Women, on the other hand, claim they are more attracted to a man with an 
excellent personality above the man's appearance. Most online dating sites 
have more single women as members, than men. However, women get 
more messages per day than men. 

Women are looking for men with a great sense of humor. Men, on the other 
hand, are looking for women younger than themselves. 

However, most women are looking for older men than themselves. Except 
for middle-aged women; they usually are interested in younger men. Most 
people who use online dating sites claim to be just looking for no-strings 
relationships. However, there are a lot who are looking for serious 
relationships.

Now that you know a little more about the statistics involved with members 
at the online dating sites, it's time to talk about how you can set yourself 
apart and land the ideal person for your ideal relationship.

Profile Name 

Your profile name is one of the first things you're going to have to consider 
when you sign up at an online dating site. When it comes to a profile name 
you should choose something that is concise, descriptive, and attention 
grabbing. It can be something about your personality or your occupation. 

However, some occupations will work better than others. For example, 
FireFighterGuyinReno is a good screen name. A lot of women are drawn to 
guys who are firefighters. You are telling them what you do and what city 
you are in. However, AccountantManinReno just doesn't quite have the 
same effect , does it? 

There's nothing wrong with being an accountant, but it's just really not 
considered interesting and exciting. In this situation, you'd be better off 
using a great personality or physical trait. Something like, 
IrishBlueEyedGuyinReno. With this screen name, you're building interest 
from girls who may be Irish or like Irish guys. You're also attracting girls who 
like guys with blue eyes and they know you're in Reno. Don't be afraid to 
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look at some other member's names to find something you like and make it 
your own. Try to avoid screen name clichés. "Sexygirl" "LonelyGirl" 
"BuffDude" you get the picture. You'll see what I mean when you start 
looking through profiles. A lot of people don't think the screen name is 
important. It really is. Your screen name, your tagline, and  a thumbnail 
picture are all going to combine to give other members their first impression 
of you. Once the first impression is made, you can't go back in time and 
change it. You want to do your very best to make as much of an impact on 
your first impression as you can.

Taglines 

Taglines are phrases that you can write and add to your screen name. A 
tagline can be used to grab the attention of someone browsing through the 
profiles. 

When it comes to using a tagline, it's important to think of them as a 
"teaser." The expression "Leave them wanting more." could be used to best 
describe what to put in the tagline. If you put too much information in the 
tagline, chances are good that it will just be blocked out and ignored. 

Use the tagline to get the attention of the type of people you want to be 
contacted by. Your tagline should be a one-liner description about 
something you would like to draw attention to. The best way to come up 
with a good tagline is to look at other people's taglines. Write down the 
ones that grabbed your attention the most. Then create one that is true for 
you, based on the ones you liked.

Pictures 

Most people can't stand looking at pictures of themselves. It's human 
nature. We're conditioned to find faults within ourselves physically and 
don't want to be reminded about these faults by having to look at a picture 
of ourselves. However, if you want to be successful on an online dating site, 
you have to post some pictures of yourself. Note the plural; pictures, that 
means you must post more than one picture, if you want to have a 
successful online dating profile. Statistically speaking, profiles with pictures 
get way more responses than profiles without pictures. 

Good lighting is essential. Make sure you are in good lighting and that your 
face can be clearly seen. Make sure you don't look like something demonic 
because of "red eye." Make sure you and only you are in the photos you 
upload. Don't put a picture of you among a group of your friends and make 
the person browsing your profile have to guess which one is you. 

Don't upload pictures of you with your ex cropped out. You can always tell 
because there's a hand, an ear, or a cheek in the photo. Just don't do it. 

Make sure to smile and look friendly and happy. No one wants to see 
someone who looks miserable or sad in their profile picture. 



No props in the pictures. Guys put down the football or the weights. Girls, 
please refrain from holding Mr. Whiskers, the cat, to your bosom in the 
picture. 

Make sure it's a recent photo. Don't use false advertising by putting a 
picture of you from college, when you were in the best shape of your life. It 
will come back to bite you in the behind. 

Men, keep the shirt on. Just because you can go topless, doesn't mean you 
should for your online dating site profile picture. If you do have a good 
body, wear a shirt that accentuates your muscles. However, for heaven's 
sake, no tank tops or muscle shirts. Yes, one tequila, two tequila, three 
tequila, floor is funny, but not on the tee shirt you wear for your online 
dating profile picture. No novelty shirts. Preferably wear an unwrinkled, 
collared, button-down, shirt. If you must wear a tee shirt, then a plain tee 
shirt is best. It doesn't matter what color, as long as it's plain and the color 
compliments you well. 

Remember you're trying to put your best foot forward here. Women, unless 
you want the wrong kind of attention keep your clothes on. Seriously,  even 
if you look killer in a bikini, don't put that picture in your profile. You're 
going to get a lot of attention, but it will be for all the wrong reasons. The 
key is to look sexy but tasteful. Wear the clothes that accentuate your best 
physical attributes, without blatantly flaunting them. Remember, it's best if 
you make men use their imagination instead of blatantly showing what you 
have to them. 

Consider professional pictures. If you're really serious about finding a long-
term relationship through an online dating site, then you should consider 
getting some professional pictures taken. The lighting, the poses, and the 
clothing worn will all be chosen and done under the watchful eye of a 
professional. Prices for these types of pictures really aren't too expensive, 
considering what you'll be getting in return.

Your Profile 

The biggest challenge you will face, when it comes to an online dating site, 
will be to type your profile. It's not an easy task to try and come up with 
words on a screen that define who we are and what we are looking for in 
another person. Here are some tips to help you tackle this task. 

Think about meeting someone for the first time who you have an interest in 
at a coffee shop or at a party. Imagine what you would say to help describe 
yourself to the other person. This is exactly the sort of approach you want to 
take when you write your profile. 

Your going to find one of the challenges about writing your online profile is 
to not have it come off sounding like a resume. You want to take a kind of 
matter-of-fact approach, but you don't want it to be stuffy or boring. 

Otherwise, you'll lose most people when they get to your profile. It's a fine 



balance. It will take a little bit of work and some editing to get it right. Be 
sure to throw in some humor. Remember, this is your chance to flirt, to 
have fun, and tell the world about you. 
Use AIDA in your profile. No, not your Aunt Aida: Attention-Interest-Desire-
Action. 

This is a four step process that will help you to stand out among your 
competition on the internet dating site of your choice. If you apply these 
principles to your profile you should get some quality results. 

We've already established that you want to use your tagline to grab 
attention. Don't use the boring ones like: "Looking for a nice guy" or "Are 
you the one?" or "Want to Have Fun?" etc...Use the tips mentioned earlier 
to get an attention grabbing tagline. 

You will garner interest by utilizing the body of the profile to its fullest 
potential. Most profiles are very poorly written. You can use this to your 
advantage. If you write a stellar profile, you will stand head and shoulders 
above the rest of your competition. 

You want to keep your profile brief, but interesting. The ideal length of an 
online dating site profile is 200-350 words. You want to use anywhere from 
150-250 of those words for yourself. You will then use 50-100 words as 
filters for the type of person you are seeking. 

Create desire within someone by trying to make a connection with them. 
For example, if you have a parent of a particular ethnic heritage, mention it. 
Someone reading your profile who shares that same ethnicity will have a 
desire to share the heritage they have in common with you. Another 
example, is if you are originally from another part of the country, mention it. 

If someone reading your profile is originally from there, or has 
relatives there, they will feel a connection to you. You must create a strong 
call to action at the closing of your profile. For example, "If you like what 
you've read, don't just sit there like a bump on a log, you big dummy, send 
me a message and tell me what's going on with you!" 

Even better, is the filter strong call to action close: "So, if you're an athletic, 
22-31 year old, non-smoking, woman who is as big of a health nut as me, 
send me a message so we can set up a race to see who pays for dinner that 
night. ;)" As you can see, this closing helps to ensure you get a message from 
someone in the age range 22-31, a non-smoker, someone who is athletic, 
health conscious, and someone who doesn't mind being a little competitive. 

It's fun, a little humorous, and a little flirty. Again, read through some 
profiles and look for strong closings and jot them down. Then make them 
unique to you. 

Other topics you should cover in your profile to spark interest: What you do 
for a living and what goals you are trying to or hope to achieve career wise. 



At the start, I mentioned you should think about what you would say to a 
stranger you had some interest in at a party or coffee shop. What you do for 
a living, and what you aspire to do for a living, almost always comes up 
within the first 5 minutes of conversation when you meet someone new. 

Again, be careful with this topic. You're not looking for a job, you're 
looking for someone to hang out with and maybe start a relationship with. 
If you have children, you should definitely talk about them in your profile. 

You can mention their age and where they live. You can mention something 
specific about them like: "I have a 12 year old son who lives with his mother 
in New York City, and loves to play soccer." However, don't overdo it when 
talking about you kids. Remember, this profile is about you. 

You should talk about any pets you have. Most likely, they are an important 
part of your life, and you want someone who's reading your profile to know 
you have pets. Again, this isn't something you want to overdo. Something 
like: "I have a very friendly 3 year old male Collie named Danny who enjoys 
going to the beach and park with me." 

Obviously, mention any hobbies or activities you like to engage in. Mention 
any civic or professional groups you may belong to. 

Always be sure to mention exactly what you are looking for in a relationship 
within the ad. If you're looking for a serious or long-term relationship don't 
be afraid to say so. If you're just looking to date around and have some no 
strings attached fun, don't be afraid to say so. Remember, the goal of the ad 
is to attract the type of people who are looking for the same things as you. 

You don't want someone who is looking for a serious relationship contacting 
you if that's not what you want, and vice versa. 

Avoid negativity in your ad at all costs! There's enough negativity in the 
world. If people want negativity all they have to do is turn on their television 
and watch the news for an hour. When it comes to online dating sites, 
people are looking for upbeat, positive, fun, people to be around. A perfect 
example of negativity in an ad would be: "Are there any good guys left? I 
think all men are nothing but a bunch of liars and cheaters." Or, "I really 
can't stand the stuck up women at the bars and clubs so I figured I'd give the 
online dating thing a chance." Even if you really feel that way, or think that 
way, delete them out of your profile instantly. You'll be doing yourself a big 
favor. 

Another big thing to avoid in your profile are generalities. I'm sure you've 
heard these before: "I'm a really fun, outgoing, person who likes to eat out 
and go to the movies and take walks on the beach." This is just a profile 
makeover waiting to happen, or more to the point, a profile that gets 
passed over very quickly. 

Be unique. Instead of saying "I like to go to the movies", say: "My favorite 
movie is The Godfather. It's my favorite movie because you can't go wrong 



with Marlon Brando, Robert Duvall, and Al Pacino acting in the same movie. 
I think the acting, the cinematography, the musical score, and the writing 
are superior, even to most movies released today." Which sounds better to 
you? 

One more example, instead of "I like going out to eat", use, "When it comes 
to eating, I really like to go to Fred's Place. My favorite sandwich there is the 
Philly Steak Sub. The steak is mouth watering; it's always cooked to 
perfection. They always put a heaping pile of mozzarella cheese on it. The 
freshly chopped green peppers and onions are the perfect toppers to this 
delicious sandwich. Do you get the picture? 

Use your profile to its fullest potential. Don't be afraid to throw some humor 
in. However, only use humor if it's natural to you. Some people just don't 
have a flair for humor, and that's okay if that's how you are. The biggest 
piece of advice about writing your profile I can give, is just be yourself. Don't 
try to be something or someone you're not. You won't attract the right type 
of people by doing it. You'll only be cheating yourself.

SAFETY TIPS

As with any type of dating situation, online or offline, your personal safety 
must be kept in mind. Online personals and dating can be a very fun venue 
towards meeting that special someone. However, one's safety should still be 
the top priority. 

Did you know that most online dating services do not pre-screen their 
users? This means that they cannot ensure that the people you meet 
through their sites are safe enough to be dealt with. So, this makes you call 
the shots when it comes to screening them. 

Here are a few tips to make online dating less risky and more fun:

1.Anonymity Breeds Safety, For Awhile

Giving your real email address, personal web site URL, last name, phone 
number, place of work, home address, or any other information that 
identifies you in your profile or first few emails that you exchange with 
other members makes you an easy victim. Turn off your signature file, or 
make sure that it does not have any identifying information, when sending 
emails to a member through your own email.

2.Photo Perfect Request

To give an idea of the person's look, thus make you a tad safer, request for a 
picture. A scanned photo won't cost so much, so not much alibi can be given 
for not doing it. 

3. Lean on Common Sense



Trusting your online acquaintances easily can make you easy bait. If your gut 
feel tells you that someone is lying, there's a big chance that he or she is 
actually lying. Then, don't go justifying his or her acts. Look for someone 
that deserves your trust. Online intimacy is very dangerous. Don't indulge 
yourself on such endeavor at the click of a mouse. Logical thinking will save 
you a lot of trouble.

4. Call First, Don't Drool Just Yet

A person's skills when it comes to communicating can be easily gauged 
through a phone call. Though it might cost you some moolah, it still is worth 
it than risking yourself to falling for an anti-social. However, to make things 
a lot safer, use a cell phone or a pay phone instead of using your land line. 

Unless you are absolutely comfortable with the person you are calling, don't 
give your home phone number at once.

5. Delay the Meeting

It is advisable to take your time and get to know the person as much as 
possible first before saying yes to a face to face meeting. If he seems to be 
only spouting or keying saccharine words that you want to hear, the person 
on the other end might have a questionable honesty. Don't feel like you are 
obligated to meet anyone, you still have the last say on whether you are 
ready to meet the person or not. You are free to change your mind if 
anything feels not right.

6. Psychoanalyze or End up with a Psycho

You should pay attention to any signs of intense frustration, anger or any 
displays of aggressive behavior. If the person is trying to control or pressure 
you, stop the communication. 

7. Offline Meeting

Before meeting your online friend, tell someone reliable where you will go 
and when you will return. Leaving your date's name and phone number is a 
good idea. Bring your mobile phone. Don't make your date pick you up at 
home. Have your own transportation and meet somewhere public. During 
the date, don't leave your drink unattended. After the date, leave on your 
own too. 

To make online dating work, it is imperative that you exercise caution. Have 
ample time to get to know the other person, don't rush yourself or allow 
anyone to rush you into doing anything. It's better to be safe and dateless 
for a while than sorry.



You’d be amazed at who is on http://www.naughtycanada.net   . I saw a young 
respectable girl from my local bar on there (you can search by region, town, village 
you name it) completely naked. I was dumbstruck. I have seen her since and am 
thinking whether to give her the wink and the nod to let her know I know…hahah.

F*ck it…here is a picture from http://www.naughtycanada.net of her…

Seriously, this place has changed my life and it can change yours too. 20+ million 
active members. If you can’t find success on there then you really are in trouble. But 
if I can do it (and I’m overweight and hardly the best looking guy in the world) then 
you can too.

Click the link and go for it!!

http://www.naughtycanada.net

PS. If you read this report then let me know when you get inside and contact D-Asher.

That’s me. Though I wouldn’t blame you if you were too busy chatting and getting 
down and dirty (not that this was an option with me anyway!!) with all the girls 
instead.

Good luck and stop procrastinating and just do it. Nope, nope..don’t even think 
about going back to misery and feeling sorry for yourself. Have some bloody fun 
man!
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Ok, I had this made just for you last thumb twiddlers out there/

You can sign up for free for god’s sake so stop reading this 

and go get your membership…

Here are some of the site’s features that make it the best choice for Online 
Dating:

- Personalised homepage for every member
- Advanced profiling system to identify compatible personality types and 
compare member profiles using a variety of highly accurate matching 
techniques:
•Soul Match to analyze personality compatibility
•Select match to identify shared interests
•Star Match to establish zodiac compatibility
•Sensual Match to ensure sexual harmony
•Super Match to combine all essential matching components
- At a glance information including name, sex age, location, photo, audio 
and video introductions
- Choice of communication methods including anonymous telephone 
contact, Flash chat and anonymous SMS messaging and VOIP
- Downloadable Chat Instant Messenger, with over 2000 members online at 
any one time.
- Access to calendar of local Singles local or worldwide events
- Ability to add favourites and block profiles
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-There are no SPAM profiles, only REAL people…!!!!!


